COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR FURNITURE

THE LEADING ONLINE DISTRIBUTOR OF COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR FURNITURE

WWW.PARKNPOOL.COM   877.777.3700
ParknPool is proud to present our latest line of commercial outdoor site furnishings. In this catalog you will find new additions as well as familiar products that are proven to be favorites among homeowner communities, parks, schools, public pools and more. The leading online distributor of site furnishings since 1998, we remain committed to earning your trust by offering the highest quality products at the best prices. From your first contact with us, you will be helped by staff professionals that will do whatever is necessary to meet and exceed your expectations.

Please take some time to browse our catalog to become familiar with the types of products we can offer you and your facility. If you need more information, we invite you to visit our newly revamped website. The site has been completely redesigned to offer a more friendly user experience. We hope you like it!

I am proud to say that I am a U.S. Army Veteran and that ParknPool Corporation is a certified veteran owned and woman owned small business. We are an independent family business with no one to answer to but you! We are confident that you will be pleased with your purchasing experience. Contact one of our professionals today and let us know how we can help with your next project.

Brenda Fonner
Founder

PHONE: 877.777.3700
FAX: 540.463.6710
WEB: www.parknpool.com
EMAIL CONTACT: sales@parknpool.com

For current pricing and to see all our products, please visit our website.

Colors and material samples are available upon request.

www.parknpool.com

We are proud to say that nearly 90% of our products are made right here in the USA.
Lexington Thermoplastic Coated Steel Picnic Tables

Unique Lexington Series Dutalex coating exceeds other coatings such as plastisol and polyethylene if not all aspects. It is the most durable coating on any coated steel outdoor furniture. The coating is graffiti and stain resistant - virtually maintenance free! The smooth finish is both scratch resistant and mar resistant with no drips or runs.

Lexington Rectangular Table
10TA-013L
Portable
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’, 10’ Lengths
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Lexington Square Table
10TA-029L
Portable
46’ Square Table Top
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Lexington Round Table
10TA-007L
Portable
46” Round Table Top
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

The tops and seats of these designers’ choice tables are made with 3/4” #9 expanded metal, steel and 2 3/8” diameter steel legs. Choose from the basic colors shown below or visit our website for more choices. The tables shown on this page have expanded metal tops and seats, however, perforated tops and seats are also available.

Made in USA

Red Orange Green Brown Gray Black

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

877.777.3700 www.parknpool.com

Rivendale Thermoplastic Coated Steel Picnic Tables

For a greener Earth AND more green in your wallet, consider these “enviro-smart” Thermoplastic coated tables! Manufactured with the latest eco-friendly material and processes, these tables are sure to please everyone.

Rivendale Rectangular Table
10TA-013R
Portable
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’, 10’ Lengths
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Rivendale Square Table
10TA-029R
Portable
2” Umbrella Hole
46” Table Top
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Rivendale Round Table
10TA-007R
Portable
2” Umbrella Hole
46” Table Top
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Rivendale tables are made with a different coating than the Lexington tables, providing a more cost effective option, without sacrificing quality! They are made with 3/4” #9 expanded metal, and 2 3/8” diameter steel legs. Eleven (11) gauge punched steel (perforated) rectangle and square tables are also available. The Polyethylene coating ensures seats stay cool in the sun, and is virtually maintenance free.

Red Orange Green Brown Gray Black

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

877.777.3700 www.parknpool.com
Steel Frame Picnic Tables

These commercial picnic tables are long lasting, and the strong steel frame makes them virtually indestructible, yet light enough to be moved if necessary! Yellow pine or aluminum plank tops are available. Fiberglass or recycled plastic planks also available.

Shenandoah Style Table
2" Pine or Aluminum Planks
2 3/8" Galvanized Welded Steel Frame
Available in 6’, 8’, 12’ Lengths

St. James Style Table
2" Pine or Aluminum Planks
1 5/8" Galvanized Welded Steel Frame
Available in 6’, 8’, 12’ Lengths

Pocono Style Table
2" Pine or Aluminum Planks
2 3/8" Galvanized Bolted Steel Frame
Available in 6’ and 8’ Lengths

Wood topped steel picnic tables have earned a reputation for providing the U.S. Park Service with unsurpassed service for more than 50 years. The 2” treated yellow pine planks are naturally long lasting, easy to replace, and protected against insects, rot and mildew. The L3 Wolmanized preservative has low impact and is listed as a GreenSpec® environmentally preferable product. The 2” extruded planks on the aluminum topped tables are anodized to keep them looking new for decades to come. The structural design of the planks is engineered to support enormous weights without bending or bowing. The steel frames provide the additional ruggedness needed for life in a public picnic area! It’s no wonder that these tables are a U.S. Park Service favorite!

100% Plastisol Coated Steel Picnic Tables

These tables are 100% covered with a durable Plastisol coating. The seats, backs, frames and legs are completely covered in the thick vinyl coating, ensuring an exceptional level of quality.

Champion Rectangular Table
Portable Mount
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’, 10’ Lengths
Umbrella Hole Not Available on 10’
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Champion Square Table
Portable Mount
48” Square Table Top
Umbrella Hole on Portable Only
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

Champion Round Table
Portable Mount
48” Diameter Table Top
Umbrella Hole on Portable Only
Available in Expanded Metal or Perforated Steel

The UV inhibitors and fungicides in these tables insure the vibrant coating will stay bright for years to come. Rust proof stainless steel hardware, additional bracing, and heavier steel make these tables a top of the line choice for any setting (particularly coastal areas). The frame tubing is closed in all places eliminating rust & corrosion on the inside of all frame pieces.
Recycled Plastic Picnic Tables

You can't get any more Earth-Friendly than these virtually maintenance-free, long lasting, and beautiful recycled plastic tables! When the life of your tables has surpassed that of your park, they can even be re-recycled!

Recycled plastic is durable. 100% post consumer plastic, saving on replacement and maintenance costs. You’ll not only keep the Earth "green," you’ll have more "green" in your wallet.

Simple, durable and high quality - the perfect description for these tables! They are tough enough to take lots of abuse, and can be left outside all year round, with no worries of damage from the weather.

Recycled plastic doesn't rot, is impervious to insects, and never needs painting! It allows virgin oil supplies to be saved for other uses, and can be re-recycled (after 20 years of use!). It decreases the amount of plastic that is piling up in our landfills. Being non-porous allows them to be easily disinfected, and most graffiti can be easily washed off. Initials and other carvings in the tables can be filled in by melting plastic shavings over the divots.
Concrete Picnic Tables

These tables are ideal if you're looking for a heavy duty, indestructible, permanent, and low maintenance outdoor dining table! They are ideal for areas with less supervision, such as streetscapes, subways, and public picnic areas.

Round Concrete Table

36" Diameter Table Top
Variety of Colors and Textures!

Octagon Concrete Table

40" Diameter Table Top
Variety of Colors and Textures!

Square Concrete Table

36" Square Table Top
Variety of Colors and Textures!

These concrete tables offer maximum durability and minimum maintenance - they will last for years! They are heavy weight, so they will stay where you put them. The rugged steel-reinforced construction provides structural support and is virtually indestructible - so vandals beware! With the variety of color and texture options available, there is enough versatility to make any outdoor landscape unique.

Rectangle Concrete Table

Available in 5' and 6' Lengths
Variety of Colors and Textures!

Monster Concrete Table

7' Length
Variety of Colors and Textures!

Oval Concrete Table

Available in 6' and 7' Lengths
Variety of Colors and Textures!

Select a smooth texture for the tops and seats, and choose from the subtlety of a Light Sandblasted texture, to a Perma Stone exposed aggregate for full-on pebble exposure for the legs. The natural and earth toned textures and finishes are sure to complement any area. These tables are extremely heavy!
Lexington Thermoplastic Coated Steel Benches
Sprucing up your outdoor space will be easy with the vibrant colors of these fabulous benches! Each bench has tops and seats coated with unique Duralex coating. Steel legs are powder coated.

Lexington Bench with Back
Available in 4', 6', 8', 10' and 15' Lengths
Available in Expanded Metal and Punched Steel

Lexington Bench without Back
Available in 4', 6', 8', 10' and 15' Lengths
Available in Expanded Metal and Punched Steel

Rivendale Thermoplastic Coated Steel Benches
The Eco-Friendly coating on these benches has a low environmental impact, low cost AND low maintenance! Add a splash of stylish and durable color to your park, schoolyard or path.

Rivendale Bench with Back
Available in 4', 6', 8', 10' and 15' Lengths
Available in Expanded Metal and Punched Steel

Rivendale Bench without Back
Available in 4', 6', 8', 10' and 15' Lengths
Available in Expanded Metal and Punched Steel

Rivendale benches are made with a different coating than the Lexington benches, providing a cost-effective option without sacrificing quality. They are made with 3/4" 99 expended metal or eleven gauge punched steel (perforated) and come with 2 3/8" diameter coated steel legs.

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

877.777.3700 www.parknpool.com
100% Plastisol Coated Steel Benches

Completely covered in Plastisol, these benches are both durable and colorful! The coating protects the frame from the elements, while also protecting your guests from painful burns on hot days.

Champion with Back

Surface, In-Ground or Portable Mount Available
10” Wide Seat
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’ and 10’ Lengths

Champion without Back

Surface, In-Ground or Portable Mount Available
10” Wide Seat
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’ and 10’ Lengths

Champion Supreme with Back

Surface, In-Ground or Portable Mount Available
15” Wide Seat
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’ and 10’ Lengths

Champion Supreme without Back

Surface, In-Ground or Portable Mount Available
15” Wide Seat
Available in 4’, 6’, 8’ and 10’ Lengths

Athletic Field & Locker Room Benches

Give athletes a comfortable bench to sit on as they cheer their fellow teammates to a winning victory! These benches will guarantee your park, athletic field, locker room, ballpark or court will be comfortable for everyone - on the field, or off!

Aluminum Bench without Back

12BE-1311
Indoor / Outdoor Use
Available in 6’, 8’ and 15’ Lengths

Aluminum Bench with Back

12BE-1111
Indoor / Outdoor Use
Available in 6’, 8’ and 15’ Lengths

Bench with Back & Shelf

12BE-1711
Indoor / Outdoor Use
Single Slat with Added Shelf
Available in 15’, 21’ and 27’ Lengths

These multi-use benches are available in portable and inground mounts, which can be placed on grassy fields or on gym floors. Made with wide pipe base and a 1 1/16” cross brace making the benches stable and wobble free. The inground mount benches have legs that are buried at least 20” into the ground.

These simple yet exceptionally functional sport benches are made with 2 3/8” O.D. Schedule 40 steel tubing with several plank options for seats and tops.
Recycled Plastic Benches

Recycled plastic resinwood is a perfect choice for commercial outdoor applications. It’s Earth-Friendly, long-lasting, and can be re-recycled at the end of its life. The surface is antifungal and non-porous, so graffiti and dirt wash right off! Rust resistant, zinc coated hardware comes standard, and stainless steel hardware is available upon request. Choose these Eco-Smart recycled plastic benches - the look of wood, without the maintenance!

Made of high quality recycled plastic resinwood and UV protected, this furniture is easily cared for with a simple soap and water mixture. No matter what the weather - sun, rain, sleet, snow, saltwater or chlorine - these benches will withstand it beautifully! You don’t have to worry about fading, and the weight of the furniture will ensure it won’t be blown away by the wind.

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

Economizer Traditional Backed Bench
Made of recycled plastic resinwood, this traditional style bench is the perfect choice for commercial outdoor applications. It’s Earth-Friendly, long-lasting, and can be re-recycled at the end of its life. The surface is antifungal and non-porous, so graffiti and dirt wash right off! Rust resistant, zinc coated hardware comes standard, and stainless steel hardware is available upon request. Choose these Eco-Smart recycled plastic benches - the look of wood, without the maintenance!

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

6’ Park Bench
Variety of Finishes Available
Frame Only in Black

Mission Bench
4’ in Length

Silhouette Backed Bench
Available with Arms and Without Arms
Available in 4’, 6’ and 8’ Lengths

Classic Bench
4’ in Length

Monarque Backed Bench with Arms
Available in 4’, 6’ and 8’ Lengths

Economizer Traditional Backed Bench
Available in 4’, 6’ and 8’ Lengths
Available with Arms and Without Arms
Concrete Benches
Offering maximum durability with minimum maintenance, these concrete benches are true heavyweight champs! The steel reinforced construction and variety of colors and textures available will suit any outdoor area beautifully!

X-Terra Bench
All Concrete Bench
Portable Mount
Weighs 500 lbs.
5’ in Length

Lakeside Bench
Concrete Base, Wood Slats
Portable Mount
Weighs 242 lbs.
7’ in Length

Stonewall Bench
All Concrete Bench
Portable Mount
Weighs 950 lbs.
5’ in Length

Wood Slat Benches
From contemporary flair to “olde time” elegance, these beautiful White Oak wood slatted benches will add grace and warmth to any outdoor (or indoor) setting!

Renaissance Bench
Available in 48", 60" and 80" Lengths
60" and 80" Lengths have Middle Leg

Victorian Bench
Available in 48", 60" and 80" Lengths
60" and 80" Lengths have Middle Leg

Woodland Bench
Available in 48", 60" and 80" Lengths
60" and 80" Lengths have Middle Leg

The durable 2 1/2” by 3/4” White Oak slats on these beautiful benches are sealed with Penofin® Rosewood Oil, while the powder coated cast aluminum frames perform even better than cast iron! With the vibrant frame colors shown below, you’ll definitely find the perfect complement to any outdoor setting. They are also available with aluminum or recycled plastic planks, or in a surface mount option, for an additional cost. Proudly manufactured in the U.S.A.!
Bike Racks

With the rising cost of gasoline, bicycles are no longer just for island cruisin' vacations, or the schoolyard. More and more of us are turning to people-powered machines - the cleaner, greener, cheaper way to get around!

These high performance bike racks will meet the secure parking needs of riders in every community. They're built tough, with excellent weather and corrosion resistance, for years of worry free performance!

Our bike racks are made in the U.S.A and are as tough as they get. They are unobtrusive, economical and available in multiple sizes. The Armstrong bike rack is constructed of sturdy, galvanized steel and is considered the workhorse of bicycle parking. It is ideal for schools, dormitories, and public buildings. We also offer concrete and recycled plastic bike racks. Please visit our website to see additional choices.

Single Loop Style Bike Rack

10BR-010
Choice of Tubing Size and Mount Options
Available in Standard, Power-Coated or Advanced Duralex Coating

Loop Style Bike Rack

10BR-020
2 Loop / 5 Bikes

10BR-030
3 Loop / 7 Bikes

10BR-040
4 Loop / 9 Bikes
Choice of Tubing Size and Mount Options
Available in Standard, Power-Coated or Advanced Duralex Coating

Armstrong Style Bike Rack

25BR-030
1 Sided / 4 Bikes

25BR-040
2 Sided / 8 Bikes

25BR-151
1 Sided / 9 Bikes

25BR-041
2 Sided / 18 Bikes
1 5/8" O.D. Powder-Coated Steel Tubing
Park from 4 to 18 Bikes Depending on Size
Galvanized also Available
Playgrounds for Children Ages 2 to 5

Designed specifically for children ages 2 to 5, these budget-friendly, kid-friendly, and durable plastic play centers will make a wonderful addition to any play area!

"Island" Playground
81PF-3130A
Play Events: 8
Use Zone: 28’ x 22’
ADA Compliant

"Undercover" Playground
81PM-1545A
Play Events: 12
Use Zone: 29’ x 29’
ADA Compliant

"Volcano" Playground
81PF-1818A
Play Events: 13
Use Zone: 37’ x 29’
ADA Compliant

When choosing playgrounds, there are several important factors to consider for your outdoor area:

- How will children travel to and from the outdoor playground sets - is there anything blocking the path, or any possible dangers?
- Are there potential hazards near your play area, such as busy roads, water features, or drop-offs?
- What will the sun exposure be?
- Will there be visual barriers that will interrupt the line of sight for supervisors or teachers?

Playgrounds for Children Ages 5 to 12

These larger school playground structures are designed for children aged 5 to 12. They are perfect for elementary schools, public parks or home owners’ associations!

"Starfish" Playground
81PM-1531A
Play Events: 7
Use Zone: 29’ x 29’
ADA Compliant

"Jersey" Playground
81PM-1544A
Play Events: 11
Use Zone: 40’ x 31’
ADA Compliant

"Scrambler" Playground
81PM-1528A
Play Events: 16
Use Zone: 48’ x 33’
ADA Compliant

"Volcano" Playground
81PF-1818A
Play Events: 13
Use Zone: 37’ x 29’
ADA Compliant
Playgrounds for Children Ages 5 to 12

Each of these school-age playground units has specially chosen activities designed to challenge and encourage the physical, social and mental development of older children.

"Safari" Playground

81PM-1532A

Play Events: 22
Use Zone: 54’ x 44’
ADA Compliant

"Courtyard" Playground

81PM-1523A

Play Events: 32
Use Zone: 56’ x 50’
ADA Compliant

"Titan" Playground

81PM-1539A

Play Events: 53
Use Zone: 90’ x 53’
ADA Compliant

According to playground safety guidelines, play areas for younger children should be separated from those meant for older children with clearly marked signs to prevent confusion. ParknPool’s playground equipment is designed for two different age groups - 2 to 5 years of age, and 5 to 12 years of age.

Younger children should not play on equipment designed for older children - equipment sizes are not proportional for smaller children, which can lead to injury. Likewise, older children should not play on equipment designed for younger ones - smaller equipment and spaces can cause problems.
Umbrellas & Shade Structures

Commercial Cantilever Umbrellas
The elegant and modern cantilever umbrella is the ultimate choice for outdoor living in both residential and commercial environments. It combines style with strength, size, and durability. These shade structures provide the flexibility to work in any setting.

**Eclipse Cantilever**
- **78UM-880ECU** 13' Octagon
- **78UM-883ECU** 10' Square
  - Crank Lift
  - Infinity Tilt
  - 360 Degree Rotation

**Aurora Cantilever**
- **78UM-868ARU** 11' Octagon
- **78UM-877ARU** 9' Square
  - Crank Lift
  - Infinity Tilt
  - 360 Degree Rotation

Commercial Market Umbrellas
These umbrellas are made with high quality 9 oz. marine grade, solution dyed acrylic fabric. They are available in a variety of vibrant solid and stripe colors, which will perfectly accent any pool or dining area.

**Nova Umbrella**
- **78UM-896NGU** 16' Octagon
- **78UM-8110NGU** 13' Square
  - Crank Lift
  - No Tilt
  - Silver Matte Aluminum Pole

**Monterey Umbrella**
- **78UM-800MFM** 7.5' Octagon
- **78UM-400MFM** 6.5' Square
  - Pulley Lift or Crank with Vent
  - Pole Available in 6 Colors
  - Also Available in 7.5' Square and 9' and 11' Octagon

**Laurel Umbrella**
- **78UM-845LSP** Heavy Gauge 7' Vinyl
  - Valence with No Vent
  - Silver Anodized

Sturdy aluminum poles, available in your choice of 6 finishes, combined with flexible fiberglass ribs ensure these umbrellas will be ready for anything. Or choose a beautiful and strong Indonesian wood umbrella!

Why Commercial Grade Fabric?
- Specially designed with harsh conditions in mind.
- Colors meant to endure the sun’s damaging rays.
- Resilient enough to resist strong wind.
- Able to prevail in pelting rain.
- Impervious to mildew.
- Custom options to suit your every decorating need.
Commercial Market Umbrellas

The finest commercial umbrellas available anywhere! Resistant to winds up to 50 mph, with colors to rival the sun’s brightness, you can’t go wrong!

Giant Greenwich Umbrella

78UM-880GAM
13’ Octagon
Double Pulley Life
Vertex or Classic Ball Finial
Polished Silver Anodized Frame Finish

Commercial, marine grade fabric is specially designed for the harsh conditions beachfront resorts, hotel pools, sidewalk cafés, and mountain retreats. The fabric is resilient enough to resist strong wind and pelting rain, and it is impervious to mildew. Marine grade fabric has to stand up against the most constant, most destructive weather conditions around. You’ll enjoy all the benefits of the quality marine grade fabric that boat owner’s experience. Woven acrylic keeps colors from fading and allows the fabric to breathe, meaning the umbrellas won’t trap heat or moisture.

Las Olas Umbrella

30UM-00003
7.5’ Octagon
Pulley Life with Vent
Fiberglass Pole and Ribs
Pole Available in Silver Mist Only
Available in 7.5’, 9’ and 11’ Octagon

Bal Harbor Umbrella

30UM-00001
30UM-00002
7.5’ Octagon
9’ Octagon
Dome Top
Vent and Valance
Fiberglass Pole and Ribs
Variety of Frames, Pole and Fabric Colors Available

Key West Umbrella

30UM-00005
30UM-00006
7.5’ Octagon
9’ Octagon
Dome Top with Vent
Fiberglass Pole and Ribs
Variety of Frames, Pole and Fabric Colors Available

Greenwich Umbrella

78UM-800GAM
Pulley Life with Vent
Aluminum Pole and Ribs
Pole Available in Silver Mist Only
Available in 7.5’, 9’ and 11’ Octagon

Catalina Umbrella

78UM-844CFP
7.5’ Octagon
Aluminum Pole in 6 Colors
Variety of Canopy Pole Lifts and Styles Available

Commercial Garden & Patio Umbrellas

These umbrellas are specially designed to withstand the harsh conditions at beachfront resorts, hotel pools, sidewalk cafés, and mountain retreats.

Giant Greenwich Umbrella

78UM-880GAM
13’ Octagon
Double Pulley Life
Vertex or Classic Ball Finial
Polished Silver Anodized Frame Finish

Las Olas Umbrella

30UM-00003
7.5’ Octagon
Pulley Life with Vent
Fiberglass Pole and Ribs
Pole Available in White, Black, Champagne or Woodgrain
Also Available in 9’ Octagon

Greenwich Umbrella

78UM-800GAM
Pulley Life with Vent
Aluminum Pole and Ribs
Pole Available in Silver Mist Only
Available in 7.5’, 9’ and 11’ Octagon

Catalina Umbrella

78UM-844CFP
7.5’ Octagon
Aluminum Pole in 6 Colors
Variety of Canopy Pole Lifts and Styles Available

Bal Harbor Umbrella

30UM-00001
30UM-00002
7.5’ Octagon
9’ Octagon
Dome Top
Vent and Valance
Fiberglass Pole and Ribs
Variety of Frames, Pole and Fabric Colors Available

Key West Umbrella

30UM-00005
30UM-00006
7.5’ Octagon
9’ Octagon
Dome Top with Vent
Fiberglass Pole and Ribs
Variety of Frames, Pole and Fabric Colors Available

The finest commercial umbrellas available anywhere, at any price. These matchless umbrella frames have been tortured and beat up by salty beach concessionaires for nearly twenty years. If your application demands a no maintenance umbrella, one of these commercial garden and patio umbrellas is exactly what you need. They are the perfect accent for unmanaged condominium pool decks or similar unsupervised locations.
**Commercial Beach & Lifeguard Umbrellas**

Perfect for beach concessionaires and oceanfront restaurants, these commercial beach and lifeguard umbrellas will last for years!

- **Emerald Coast Vinyl Beach Umbrella**
  - **78UM-639ECBWW**
  - 6.5’ Diameter
  - Manual Lift, No Vent
  - Aluminum Pole, Steel Ribs
  - Pointed Lower Pole for Sand
  - Available with Tilt or No Tilt

- **Emerald Coast Fabric Beach Umbrella**
  - **78UM-639ECBAA**
  - 6.5’ Diameter
  - Manual Lift, No Vent
  - Aluminum Pole, Steel Ribs
  - Pointed Lower Pole for Sand
  - Available with Tilt or No Tilt

- **Lifeguard Umbrella**
  - **78UM-639LGCAS**
  - 6.5’ Diameter
  - Acrylic Top, Manual Lift
  - Available with Tilt or No Tilt
  - Also Available with No Imprint

Ensure your beach goers are safe from the harmful effects of the sun by providing them with a sturdy and durable beach umbrella. All poles on the beach umbrellas are pointed, making them perfect for sandy locations.

The commercial, marine grade fabric is specially designed for the harsh conditions beachfront resorts, hotel pools, sidewalk cafes and mountain retreats must endure. The colors are designed to withstand the sun’s damaging rays. The fabric is resilient enough to resist strong wind and pelting rain, and it is impervious to mildew. Marine grade fabric has to stand up against the most constant, most destructive weather conditions around. You’ll enjoy all the benefits of the quality marine grade fabric that boat owner’s experience. Woven acrylic keeps colors from fading and allows the fabric to breathe, meaning the umbrellas won’t trap heat or moisture.

**Solid Top Umbrellas**

No one to watch over your pool deck? These aluminum and fiberglass topped umbrellas are designed to stand in the wind and will provide years of outdoor service - even when you don’t have time to service them!

- **Aluminum Top Umbrella**
  - **28UM-00001**
  - Solid Color
  - 7’ Diameter
  - Aluminum Alloy Braces and Ribs
  - Aerodynamically Designed to Withstand Wind
  - Available with Tilt or No Tilt

- **Fiberglass Top Umbrella**
  - **64UM-002**
  - 6’ Round
  - 6’ Octagon
  - 6’ Square
  - Round Also Available in 8’ Diameter
  - Choose from Straight or Angled Pole in 6’ or 8’ Lengths
  - Lasts for Years of Constant Use

Umbrella bases are highly recommended with the purchase of any umbrella. Without a base, an umbrella can be unbalanced creating a safety hazard as well as discomfort for your customer or guests.

Bases not only stabilize the umbrella, but also give your table/umbrella combination a more professional, finished look.

All umbrella bases serve the same purpose (stabilization) and are adjustable to fit many sizes of umbrella poles. However, the options vary greatly in style. Visit our website and find the style that best fits your needs.
Aluminum & Vinyl Strap Chaise Lounges

Comfortable, attractive, lightweight, durable, easy to store, and weather resistant! What more could you ask for?! Used on public pool decks and cruise ships for more than half a century, this style is the workhorse of the hospitality industry.

Aluminum & Fabric Sling Chaise Lounges

This fabric sling seating looks exceptional and has no pressure points, so your guests will be able to relax for hours! The commercial grade fabric will weather any harsh conditions at our pool deck or beachfront resort.

There’s a good reason for the stellar reputation of aluminum and vinyl pool furniture - it’s earned it! Expert crafted in the U.S.A. and long the choice for commercial use on pool decks, the vinyl straps on these lounges are 2” wide, strong, resistant to chlorine, salt air, rain, sun, and even germs! They retain their shape even with wet sun bathers laying on them, and they are easy to clean.

The aluminum frame is naturally durable, lightweight (allowing you to clear the deck easily for an evening reception) and rust free (leaving your pool deck stain free!). All the lounges are stackable, with reinforced straps and an added safety bar that will prevent pinched fingers. A variety of frame colors, in smooth and textured finishes, and vibrant strap colors are available.

Please visit our website to see all color & texture choices.

Please visit our website to see all color & texture choices.
Grosfillex® Resin Chaise Lounges
Stylish poolside lounge chairs that are commercial grade, low maintenance, strong, durable, lightweight, and stackable! What could be better than Grosfillex® resin? Nothing!

Bahia Resin Chaise Lounge
Safety Guard Prevents Pinched Fingers
Rounded Corners for Added Safety
4-Position Adjustable Back
Available in 2, 6 and 18 Pack

Catalina Sling Chaise Lounge
Built-In Anti-Microbial Protection
5-Position Adjustable Back
White Frame with Blue Sling
Available in 2 and 14 Pack

Marina Sling Chaise Lounge
Built-In Anti-Microbial Protection
5-Position Adjustable Back
Frame Also Available in Bronze Mist and Teakwood
Available in 2 and 14 Pack

Stackable, and easy to move, it's a cinch to quickly clear pool decks, or to store everything at the end of the season. Impervious to chlorine, salt air, sun and other harsh weather conditions, resin has long been a popular choice for commercial pool furniture.

Resin provides the design and comfort of interior furnishings, but is made to withstand outdoor conditions. There is no refinishing required, no straps to replace, and it is stain and chemical resistant.

The strict safety standards (these chairs are ASTM tested) mean they are strong enough to eliminate the fear of guests injuring themselves due to weak or flimsy furniture. With beautiful (UV stabilized) lasting colors, we're confident you'll find exactly what you need to keep your pool deck looking beautiful for years to come!

Tropitone® Chaise Lounges
Tropitone® is known for quality craftsmanship, and with over 50 years in the aluminum pool furnishings industry, it's no wonder it is a widely recognized and sought after name!

Millennia EZ Span™ Chaise Lounge
14.5" Seat Height
Aluminum Frame
EZ Span™ Vinyl Straps Available in Ribbon (shown) or Wave Pattern

Kahana Strap Chaise Lounge
Strap
Cross Strap
13" Seat Height
Aluminum Frame
Vinyl Straps

Elance Chaise Lounge
15" Seat Height
Elance Sling Chaises are Stackable and are Available with Wheels

Tropitone® ensures durability with a strong powder coated tubular aluminum frame, coupled with sturdy vinyl straps, or weather resistant fabric slings.

Choose from a wide selection of beautiful frame finishes, and a large variety of strap and fabric colors.

The EZ Span™ collection is a unique alternative to traditional strap chaise ounges. This patented system allows for quick and easy replacement of straps. Available in either ribbon or wave pattern straps.
Tropitone® Outdoor Chairs & Ottomans

The cushions used in EVO Deep Seating all feature Tropitone’s exclusive “Relaxed Plus” construction for long-life.

Tropitone Evo Woven Poolside Seating

- **79CH-360910ML** Left Arm Rest
- **79CH-360910MC** No Arm Rest
- **79CH-360910SC** Square Corner
- **79CH-360910MR** Right Arm Rest
13” Seat Height

Tropitone Evo Woven Poolside Ottoman

- **79OT-360917SO**
18”H x 30”W x 30”D

From casual “chat” lounges, to outdoor al fresco dining, to socializing around the pool, there are now EVO Deep Seating pieces to address each need. With the addition of EVO Deep Seating, the EVO Collection further expands Tropitone’s seating choices available to designers/specifiers as they seek to create functional and fashionable public areas - from lobbies, to conversation centers, to relaxation retreats.

Aluminum Frame Poolside Dining - Strap & Sling Chairs

Comfortable, attractive, lightweight, durable, easy to store, and weather resistant! Used on public pool decks and cruise ships for more than half a century, these chairs are the workhorse of the hospitality industry.

Aruba Poolside Dining Chairs

- **142CH-3100**
1.5” x .75” Flat Tube Extrusion
2” Double Wrapped Vinyl Straps
Bar Chair (Strap and Cross Weave)
Sand Chair Also Available

Bonaire Poolside Chairs

- **142CH-3300**
1.5” x .75” Flat Tube Extrusion
2” Double Wrapped Vinyl Straps
18” Seat Height
23”W x 27”L x 37”H

Lido and Bonaire Sling Chairs

- **142CH-3607B** Lido
17” Seat Height
- **142CH-3407B** Bonaire
17” Seat Height

Long the choice for commercial use on pool decks, the vinyl straps on these chairs are 2” wide, strong, resistant to chlorine, salt air, rain, sun, and even germs!

Marine grade fabric slings, specially designed for outdoor commercial use, come in a wide array of fade resistant colors, enabling you to customize your pool deck, or beachfront restaurant perfectly!

The aluminum frames are naturally durable, lightweight and rust free. That means less time spent worrying about your pool deck being stained with rust, and storage is a breeze. Simply stack and go!
Aluminum Frame Poolside Dining - Tables

Ever popular aluminum framed dining tables are available with commercial grade acrylic, fiberglass, or punched aluminum tops. The powder coated frames are warranted for 5 years.

Round Fiberglass Top Table
142DT-2190
Dining Table with Umbrella Hole
Aluminum Frame
29" High
33 lbs.
Available in 36", 42" and 48" Diameter

Round Acrylic Top Table
142DT-2190A
Dining Table with Umbrella Hole
Aluminum Frame
29" High
33 lbs.
Available in 36", 42" and 48" Diameter

Round Punched Metal Top Table
142DT-2390APT
Dining Table with Umbrella Hole
Aluminum Frame
29" High
33 lbs.
Available in 36", 42" and 48" Diameter

Grosfillex® Resin Poolside Dining - Chairs

Grosfillex® resin chairs are durable, stain resistant and lightweight. With the beautiful finishes available, including finishes designed to look just like wood, metal or wicker, it’s easy to see why resin pool chairs are as popular as they are!

Miami Lowback Armchair
13CH-017
Available in White, Amazon Green and Sand
Satin Resin Finish
Stackable
Available in 4 and 16 Pack

Pacific Fanback Armchair
13CH-019
Available in White, Amazon Green and Sand
Satin Resin Finish
Stackable
Available in 4 and 16 Pack

Miami Bistro Side Chair
13CH-015
Available in White, Amazon Green, Black and Charcoal
Satin Resin Finish
Stackable
Available in 4 and 32 Pack

Please note that here is an upcharge for colors that are NOT White.

Commercial vs. Consumer

Please note that residential products are not designed or tested for use in commercial environments.

All Grosfillex® products are ASTM tested to 400 lbs of weight, and rated to 300 lbs.

Protect your guests (and your business) from injuries caused by inadequate pool furniture.
Grosfillex® Resin Poolside Dining - Tables

No matter what the budget, it's possible to completely outfit a hotel, resort or any public pool with beautiful, top quality commercial grade resin tables. These lightweight, stain resistant tables will make the perfect addition to any pool deck and comfortably seat 5 people!

**Aquaba Dining Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13DT-012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48” Diameter x 29” High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in White, Teakwood, Bronze or Charcoal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Louisiana Round Dining Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13DT-039</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48” Diameter x 29” High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of Top Designs and Leg Colors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sunset Dining Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13DT-041</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38” Square x 29” High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

**LifeGuard Furnishings**

These lifeguard chairs are manufactured from HDPE*, which is a recycled plastic derived from post-consumer waste (like milk containers). Whether it's the desert sun, extreme cold, or salty air, these chairs will withstand it all!

**Small LifeGuard Chairs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>60LF-00001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51” Overall Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30” Seat Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup and Umbrella Holder Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Cedar, Green, Sand or White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>60LF-00003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Front Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61” Overall Height, 40” Seat Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup and Umbrella Holder Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Cedar, Green, Sand or White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medium LifeGuard Chairs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>60LF-00002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Front Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61” Overall Height, 40” Seat Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup and Umbrella Holder Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Cedar, Green, Sand or White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Printed LifeGuard Umbrella**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>78UM-059</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Tilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5” Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy-Duty Vinyl Top</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lifeguard chairs are a must for the safety conscious public pool owners! These recycled plastic chairs are virtually maintenance free - they will never need painting or staining, won’t rot or splinter, and with stainless steel fasteners, are resistant enough to be left outdoors all year round!

They are versatile in all climates, from the desert sun to extreme cold. These quality chairs will enhance the safety, as well as the appearance, of any swimming facility!

Each lifeguard chair has a cup and umbrella holder standard, and is available in 4 color choices (white, cedar, green, and sand).

The lifeguard umbrellas are manufactured with a strong steel skeleton and non-twisting end tips to keep them looking great against the toughest of winds.

---

*HDPE* is a recycling code for High-Density Polyethylene, a type of plastic used in many consumer goods and industrial applications.
Tip n' Roll Bleachers

The ideal solution to your temporary seating needs, these bleachers are easily tipped onto swivel casters for movement, and the caster brakes keep them from rolling when stored.

**Low Rise Tip n' Roll**

12BL-25703TR

3 Row Bleacher  
Aluminum Planks  
7.5’ Length, Seats 15  
15’ Length, Seats 30  
21’ Length, Seats 42

These easily transportable bleachers come equipped with rubber foot pads, so there is no need to worry about scuffs or marks on flooring. The aluminum frame ensures the bleachers are light, for easier lifting. With so many choices available, you’ll definitely find the perfect bleacher system!

The Tip n’ Roll bleachers are also offered in “Preferred” models, which have two 2” x 10” mill finish footplanks, while the “Standard” models have one 2” x 10” mill finish footplank. The Low Rise models are both available in Standard and Preferred, and have a first seat height that is less than 12”, and a 6” rise per row. There are 2 Row Standard and Preferred models also available.

When ordering bleachers, we advise you to check your local requirements for such things as aisles, guardrails, ADA, or other conditions. Building codes vary by year written and by issuing group (IBC, UBC, BOCA, SBC, NFPA, etc.). Check your local building codes before purchasing.
Non-Elevated Bleachers

With over 50 years of building recreational and sports seating, you can be assured these bleachers are top quality! These are the perfect bleachers for all your basic seating needs!

Low Rise Non-Elevated

12BL-25703
3 Row Bleacher
Aluminum Planks
Picket Guardrails Available
7.5' Length, Seats 15
15' Length, Seats 30
21' Length, Seats 42
27' Length, Seats 54

Low Rise Deluxe Non-Elevated

12BL-25205
5 Row Bleacher
Aluminum Planks
Picket Guardrail Transport Kit Available
15' Length, Seats 50
21' Length, Seats 70
27' Length, Seats 90

When seated on the first row of these bleachers your feet will be at ground level, so there is no need for stairs. Choose between “Standard,” which have one 2” x 10” mill finish footplank, “Preferred,” which have two 2” x 10” mill finish footplanks, or “Deluxe” bleachers, which have an aisle with handrail, and riser planks on all rows, in addition to the two 2” x 10” mill finish footplanks.

When ordering bleachers, we advise you to check your local requirements for such things as aisles, guardrails, ADA, or other conditions. Building codes vary by year written and by issuing group (IBC, UBC, BOCA, SBC, NFPA, etc.). Check your local building codes before purchasing.

Whether placing bleachers on grass, turf, or concrete, it is imperative to anchor and secure the bleacher to the surfacing below.

Ground sills are treated 2” x 6” boards that are attached to the bottom of the bleacher frame when the system is placed on any surface other than concrete. They run the depth of the bleacher frame and prevent the frames from settling into the surface below.

Auger anchors are used to anchor bleacher frames to any surface other than concrete (asphalt, crushed gravel, soil, etc.).

Concrete anchors are used for anchoring the bleacher frames to concrete.

Guardrails are required, and standard on all 5, 8 and 10 row bleachers.
Highway Transportable Bleachers

Designed specifically to withstand the rigors of movement, these “Speedy” bleachers are highway towable, and include a 12-volt powered hydraulic folding mechanism for easy set-up!

Elevated Bleachers

These elevated bleachers are fully customizable and made to the same high standards and have the same superior features as our non-elevated bleachers.

Speedy Bleachers

**12BL-77509**

9 Row Bleacher
Aluminum Planks
30’ Length, Seats 180
40’ Length, Seats 234
45’ Length, Seats 270
7 and 8 Row
Also Available

Speedy Bleachers

**12BL-77510**

10 Row Bleacher
Aluminum Planks
30’ Length, Seats 210
40’ Length, Seats 264
45’ Length, Seats 300

These highway towable bleachers are designed for easy set-up and movement, and are intended for use on public roadways! They come fully equipped with footboards, aisles, handrails, guardrails, stop, turn and clearance lights, and electric brakes on all 4 wheels.

The included stabilizing jacks operate from a standing position. The bleachers set up easily with a hydraulic folding mechanism powered by a 12-volt system (a self-contained battery and charger).

Over 20,000 people are hurt annually in accidents involving bleachers or grandstands. A large percentage of these injuries are the result of a person falling through, or from, bleachers to the ground below - and many of these injuries involve children.

**Don’t be a statistic - ensure your bleachers are up to code!**

**Elevated Bleachers**

These elevated bleachers are fully customizable and made to the same high standards and have the same superior features as our non-elevated bleachers.

**Standard Elevated Sizes:**

5, 8, 10 & 15 Rows
Available in many different lengths & seating capacities.

**Flexible Placement of:**

Aisles · Entrance Stairs · Wheelchair Ramp
Wheelchair Spaces · Other Custom Options

**Call us at 1-877-777-3700 to get your FREE custom quote!**

These bleachers are backed by 60 plus years’ experience of expertise in building commercial outdoor recreation products. They are safety-equipped with verticle guardrails and double width footboards with risers beneath the seats. Standard sizes are 5, 8, 10, and 15 rows in many different lengths, and seating capacities. Our bleacher specialists can help you determine placement of entrance stairs, wheelchair ramps, wheelchair spaces and aisles to best suit your space, needs, and code requirements.
Heavy Duty Steel Trash Receptacles

These receptacles are available in a variety of color and texture options, offering versatility to make your landscape truly unique! The strength of steel is combined with the functionality and attractiveness of a powder coated exterior.

Trash Receptacles

---

Coated Steel Trash Receptacles

Commercial trash receptacles don’t have to be all about unsightly utility. Choose one of these appealing and colorful receptacles! They are the perfect complement to your coated picnic table or park bench.

---

Trash cans located in the hot sun will stay cool to the touch, meaning no painful burns. Plus, added UV stabilizers keep colors from fading. Moist, shady areas are no problem either thanks to an anti-fungal compound. These receptacles are scratch resistant and easy to clean - even spray paint comes right off!

Trash cans should never look “trashy!” Bring your outdoor area to life with one of these colorful cans!

There are simple steps that you and your community can take to clean and maintain the beauty of your community, park, school or apartment complex.

Clean Up - Organize a community clean up day and find local sponsors and educational partners.

Prevent - Provide appropriate trash receptacles in and around buildings and streets.

Reduce - Minimize the carbon footprint left behind by reducing waste, energy conservation and carpooling.

Recycle - Did you know that recycling one aluminum can saves enough electricity to run a TV for 3 hours?

Beautify - Plant flowers and trees to regulate air quality, reduce erosion, relieve stress and lighten moods.

---

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

---

Trash Receptacles
Thermoplastic Coated Trash Receptacle Accessories

Help keep your trash receptacle area clean by choosing one of these many accessories to complement your Thermoplastic coated receptacles.

Inground and Surface Mounts

Inground Surface
Fits 32 Gallon Models

Receptacle Lids

Bonnet Top Lid Flat Top Lid Plastic Dome Lid
Fits 32 Gallon Models

Recycled Plastic Trash Receptacles

Earth friendly and long lasting, these trash cans will stand up to both vandals and the elements. And when the life of your receptacle has surpassed that of your park, send it off for re-recycling!

Recycled plastic doesn’t rot, insects won’t eat it, and you will never have to paint it! It saves virgin oil supplies for other uses and can be re-recycled after use (20 years later)! It decreases the amount of plastic in landfills and reduces replacement and maintenance costs. It’s non-porous so it’s easily disinfected and allows most graffiti to be washed off.

Round Receptacle

(24) 1” x 4” Resinwood Slats
33 Gallon Liner Sold Separately
Variety of Slat Colors Available

Square Receptacle

(24) 1” x 4” Resinwood Slats
22 Gallon Liner Included
Variety of Slat Colors Available

Half Round Receptacle

14 Gallon
30" Tall Liner Included
Variety of Slat Colors Available

Please visit our website for all receptacle options

Please visit our website to see all color choices.

877.777.3700 www.parknpool.com
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Recycled Plastic Trash Receptacles

These high quality recycled plastic receptacles are built to last!

Double Duty Round Receptacle
80TR-1814
Two Separate, Half Rounded, 14 Gallon Rigid Liners Included
One Word Engraving Included
A Variety of Slat Colors Available

Tall Square Trash Receptacle
80TR-1940
40 Gallon, Indoor/Outdoor Use
Includes Rigid Liner
One Word Engraving Included
A Variety of Slat Colors Available

Square Receptacle Enclosed
80TR-1932
46.75"T x 20"W
32 Gallon
A Variety of Panel Colors and Panel Designs Available

These recycled plastic receptacles are made with resinwood slats and can be re-recycled after use (20 years later)! Using recycled plastic is cost effective in the long term, but also cuts down on waste decreasing the amount of plastic found in landfills.

Campground Trash Receptacles

Looking for some practical solutions for campers’ waste? Here are some options that provide security, convenience AND affordability! These galvanized or wood slatted receptacles are a practical solution for all your campground waste.

Straight Slat Receptacle
12RE-130 Receptacle
12LD-13255 Dome Lid
Steel Frame
Recycled Plastic or Southern Yellow Pine Slats Available
32 Gallon Capacity
Lid and Liner Sold Separately

Galvanized Receptacle
12RE-011
Perfect Fit for Straight Slat Receptacles
Can Posts to Hold Multiple Cans Also Available
20 Gallon and 32 Gallon Capacity Available
Lid Sold Separately

These galvanized or slatted trash cans are a practical solution for all your campground needs! Campground specific trash cans provide security, convenience, and affordability, making them an easy and economical option for any budget.

The steel arms on optional can mounting posts can support one or two galvanized trash receptacles, and are purchased separately. The mounting posts are available in wood, recycled plastic, or the very affordable galvanized version.

These waste receptacles are a creative waste solution for any campground!
Concrete Trash Receptacles

Concrete receptacles are the ultimate solution for unsupervised picnic areas or streetscapes. High compressive strength concrete is reinforced with steel for maximum fortitude. These heavy weight champs work hard so you don’t have to!

**Concrete Trash Receptacles**

**Round Receptacle with Hood Top**

- **16RE-5712**
- Plastic Hood Top
- 44” T x 26.25” Diameter
- Holds 36 Gallon Liner (Sold Separately)
- Variety of Finish and Color Options Available

**Round Receptacle with Dome Top**

- **16RE-5713**
- Plastic Dome Top
- 43” T x 24” Diameter
- Holds 36 Gallon Liner (Sold Separately)
- Variety of Finish and Color Options Available

**Square Receptacle with Bonnet Top**

- **16RE-5922**
- Rigid Plastic Top
- 40” T x 20.5” Square
- Holds 20 Gallon Liner (Sold Separately)
- Variety of Finish and Color Options Available

Recycling Centers

By placing a recycling center in your public area your patrons are sure to remember to recycle, helping to promote a cleaner and greener environment.

**Steel Recycling Centers**

- **74RE-00024**
  - Expanded Metal
  - Holds Cans/Bottles
  - Optional Rigid Plastic Liner Available

**2-Tone Double Bin Receptacle**

- **80TR-1932-2**
  - Two 32 Gallon Bins with Liners
  - Engraving Included

**Square Triple Bin Receptacle**

- **80TR-1932-3**
  - Three 32 Gallon Bins with Liners
  - Engraving Included

Uniquely shaped openings on these commercial grade recycling centers will help deter people from accidentally throwing trash in with recyclables, and they are also marked for the type of materials that are to be placed in each container.

Perfect for restaurants, stores and businesses that want, or need, to separate recyclables from trash. Each receptacle bears the universal recycling symbol to further encourage their use. Extremely durable and weather resistant, these units are perfect for both indoor and outdoor use.
DOGIPOT® Pet Waste Solutions
Everyone is happy when pet owners clean up after a walk or exercise run, and these DOGIPOT® pet waste stations provide everything you need to do the job right. All of the tools are provided in one location, making it convenient for any user!

DOGIPOT® Pet Stations
- 17PW-00005
- 17PW-00006
- 17PW-00010

DOGIPOT® Replacement Receptacles
- 17RE-00001
- Steel
- 17RE-00002
- Polyethylene
- 17RE-00004
- Aluminum
- 10 Gallon Capacity
- Compatiable with 17PW-00005, 17PW-00006 and 17PW-00010

DOGIPOT® Replacement Dispensers
- 17PW-00001
- Aluminum
- 17PW-00002
- Polyethylene
- 17PW-00011
- Header Pak
- 17PW-00001 and 17PW-00002 Include 2 Rolls of Litter Pickup Bags (200 Per Roll)
- 17PW-00011 Includes 4 Cards of Litter Pickup Bags (100 Per Card)

DOGIPOT® Litter Pickup and Liner Bags
- 17AC-00015
- 10 Rolls of Bags
- 17AC-00016
- 20 Rolls of Bags
- 17AC-00017
- 30 Rolls of Bags
- 17AC-00021
- 20 Header Pak Cards
- Rolls - 200 Bags Per Roll
- Header Pak Cards - 100 Bags Per Card

DOGIPOT® Replacement Signs
- 17AC-00018
- "On Leash"
- Sturdy Aluminum
- Compatible With All DOGIPOT® Pet Stations
- 17AC-00019
- "Off Leash"

DOGIPOT® Bag Dispenser Sets
- 17PW-00003
- Aluminum
- 17PW-00004
- Polyethylene
- Sturdy Aluminum
- Includes 1 Roll of 200 Litter Pickup Bags
- Oxo-Biodegradable

DOGIPOT® Pet Waste Solutions
The demand for pet friendly apartments, hotels, and exercise areas is on the rise. Forward thinking, pet friendly property managers and hotel owners are making more money and feeling appreciated by pet owners, and non-owners alike!

Seven super reasons to provide DOGIPOT® pet waste solutions to your patrons:
1. It's considerate, and it's the law in many areas!
2. It's enormously economical and practical.
3. It's an attractive display with clear instructions.
4. It's easily collected with regular trash pick-up.
5. It encourages pet owners to take responsibility for their pet's waste.
6. It keeps public areas clean!
7. It prevents the spread of disease!
Drinking Fountains and Outdoor Shower

Whether outside in parks or school yards, or inside office and public buildings, these drinking fountains will complement your environment and ensure durability! Choose from stainless steel, available in several colors, or concrete.

- **Steel Pedestal Fountains**
  - 35DF-4400 Bubbler Bowl
  - 35FS-7700 Dual Bubblers
  - Inground or Surface Mount
  - Powder Coated
  - Available in Additional Colors

- **Steel Pet Fountains**
  - 35PF-9000 Push Button
  - 35PF-9003 Foot Activated
  - Surface Mount
  - Powder Coated
  - Available in Additional Colors

- **Outdoor Shower**
  - 35SH-6200 Body and Foot Shower
  - Available in Additional Colors

Built to last, steel drinking fountains are the perfect addition to your park, playground, sports area, or any high traffic location. With recessed adjustable flow regulators, these tough drinking fountains are designed to be as vandal resistant as possible. Their sleek design will add elegance to any indoor or outdoor location, and with less than 5 lbs of pressure needed for the push button, they are easy to operate.

Concrete fountains offer maximum durability with minimum maintenance. With a natural and understated beauty, these fountains will blend beautifully into any environment. Easy to use adjustable flow regulators will keep water in the bowl, and the bubblers are corrosion free and meant to last.

Fountains are available with a concrete or stainless steel bowl.

Pedestal and Charcoal Grills

These grills are perfect for any campground or park area! Pedestal charcoal grills with non-removable cooking grids are extremely tough and vandal resistant. Time tested, they will perform year after year.

- **Santa Fe Pedestal Grill**
  - 12GR-16300LP
  - 300 Sq. In. Cooking Surface
  - Rounded Corners and Drain Holes
  - 2.375” or 3.5” Diameter Pedestal
  - Black Enamel Finish
  - Galvanized Finish Also Available

- **Santa Barbara Pedestal Grill**
  - 12GR-16300
  - 300 Sq. In. Cooking Surface
  - Rounded Corners and Drain Holes
  - 2.375” or 3.5” Diameter Pedestal
  - Black Enamel Finish
  - Galvanized Finish Also Available

- **Covered Charcoal Grill**
  - 12GR-13019
  - 320 or 500 Sq. In. Cooking Surface
  - Rounded Corners and Drain Holes
  - Hinged Cover Holds in Smoke and Heat
  - 3.5” Diameter Pedestal (40” Tall)
  - Black Enamel Finish
  - Permanent Mount (Portable Available)

Pedestal group charcoal grills for commercial use are ideal for campsites, picnic areas, pavilions, apartment communities, HOA’s, and other outdoor facilities where grilling is common. The heavy duty construction of these grills ensures they will last long past the thousands of burgers and hotdogs that will sizzle on their cooking surface!

The Santa Fe has a theft-resistant cooking grate that adjusts to 4 levels. It’s super practical! The Santa Barbara is America’s favorite! It is our most vandal resistant grill, and has a similar design to the Santa Fe. The Covered Charcoal grill comes with the side utility shelf and has a non-toxic, heat and rust resistant black enamel finish, making it a safe grilling option. Add a castor base (sold separately) to make this grill a portable mount.
Grills & Fire Rings

Group Grills
The best way to cook massive amounts of burgers and corn-on-the-cob! Virtually indestructible, these mega-grills will satisfy your needs for durability and safe usage, while satisfying lots of hungry guests at once!

Firehouse Group Grill
Two Grill Surfaces
38" x 36" Cooking Surface
Adjustable 4-Position Grates 12" x 36" Utility Shelf
6" Square Pedestal
12" x 12" Base

Santa Barbara Group Grill
Two Grill Surfaces
36" x 14" Cooking Surface Adjustable 4-Position Grates 10" x 28" Utility Shelf
4" Square Pedestal
12" x 12" Base

Ocean Bay Group Grill
One Grill Surface
46" x 18" Cooking Surface Adjustable 4-Position Grates Two 2.375" In-Ground Pedestals

Group grills provide more cooking surface than regular sized park grills, allowing for larger parties to eat all at the same time! The indestructibility of these group grills will satisfy your needs for durability and safe usage, while feeding all your guests at once. The Firehouse and Santa Barbara grills have two cooking grates to allow different heating temperatures, making it easy to cook a variety of food types at the same time, as well as a built-in steel utility shelf to provide a convenient work space for a grill master!

The heavy duty steel construction means these grills will persevere in high heat and withstand any public punishment. The spring handles stay cool to the touch, and the ash tray retains hot coals, preventing the chance of painful burns. Each group grill has safety features to make them as vandal and theft resistant as possible.

Fire Rings & Hot Ash Receptacle
Help contain fires with one of these fire rings - a campground standard! These fire rings are equipped with cool spring handles to help keep hands safe. Once you’re done grilling, dispose of your hot coals and ashes in the hot ash receptacle.

Fire Ring with Flip-Up Cooking Grate
300 Sq. In. Cooking Area
Tilt Back Staples
Available in 7", 9", 11" and 18" High ADA

Fire Ring with Adjustable Cooking Grate
300 Sq. In. Cooking Area
Adjustable 4-Position Grate
Tilt Back Staples
Available in 6" and 16" High ADA

Hot Coal Bin
23" Square x 32.5" Tall
14 Gauge Steel
Hinged Door That Can Be Padlocked

Fire rings are the perfect solution to replace a ring of rocks! Have your guests gather safely around these fire pits to share ghost stories and s’mores!

Thick, heat resistant 3/16" steel keeps the fire inside the ring and off the grass! With two mounting options, and a variety of heights available, you’ll be sure to find the fire ring best suited for your camp area. The tilt-back hinged option allows for easy cleaning with a shovel or mobile equipment, while the spade anchor stakes (available for an additional cost) have a more permanent mount. The fire rings are finished with a non-toxic, heat and rust resistant black enamel finish, giving them a lasting clean, finished look. Cooking grates come standard, and cool spring handles prevent painful burns. Be sure to provide a safe dump receptacle for hot coals and ashes. It is an important and safe amenity for any public picnic area where grilling is a common past time!
To specific requirements, (colors, textures, etc) and, as such, a choice. Custom ordered furniture is made to your spe-

RETURNS:

All custom products (including cushions) may vary slightly from those shown. Actual color notice. Colors, color patterns, and textures of prod-

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DEFINITIONS

ASTM (American Society for Testing & Materi-

EXTRACTION:

Items shipped directly from the manufacturer by com-

TERMS & CONDITIONS

ORDER CANCELLATION:

O.D. : Outside Dimensions

CONTACT US:

DAMAGED GOODS - Please note any freight damage

UNLOADING:

Itemized costs are subject to change without

COMMENTS:

How do we protect your information?

We do not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer to outside parties your personally identifiable information. This does not include trusted third parties who assist in operating our website, conducting our business, or servicing you, so long as those parties agree to keep this information confidential. We may also release your information when we believe release is appropriate to comply with the law, en-

OUR PRIVACY POLICY

Provide a smooth, shiny appearance with

Inground, Lightweight

How do we protect your information?

We collect information from you when you register on our site, place an order or subscribe to our mailing list.

What information do we collect?

We go out of our way to make sure your ParknPool website experience is

How do we protect your information?

We implement a variety of security measures to maintain the safety of your personal information when you place an order.

We offer the use of a secure server. All supplied sensitive/credit in-

Our Privacy Policy

We go out of our way to make sure your ParknPool website experience is easy, fully accessible and uses your time and interest in our products as ef-

Our Privacy Policy

We go out of our way to make sure your ParknPool website experience is easy, fully accessible and uses your time and interest in our products as ef-

Our Privacy Policy

We go out of our way to make sure your ParknPool website experience is easy, fully accessible and uses your time and interest in our products as ef-